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Disclaimers
 I am NOT a statistician, I’m just a humble, caveman 

auditor

 This is not a presentation about statistics, it’s about 
how to streamline your analytics using Excel

 I don’t fully cover the limitations of the types of 
analyses reviewed in the presentation
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Outline
 Risk Heat Maps (Colors = Pretty)

 Summarizing Information (Subtotal, Pivot Tables, 
Filters)

 A Crash Course on Benford’s Law

 Bird’s Eye View of Regression Analysis

 Using INDEX..MATCH method to match 3+ Fields 
Between Two Different Records (So Long, 
VLOOKUP!!!)
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What are Risk Heat Maps?
 Sexier name for conditional formatting

 Good for analyzing matrices of financial data at 
multiple locations

 Show gradient color scales based on user input
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So…How Is It Practical???
 Brain is overwhelmingly impacted by colors 

(marketing)

 Let’s test this…
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http://dailyinfographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/colorandpurchases_infographic1-e1324776813528.png
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http://dailyinfographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/colorandpurchases_infographic1-e1324776813528.png
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http://visual.ly/color-theory?utm_source=visually_embed


So…How Is It Practical???
 Brain is overwhelmingly impacted by colors 

(marketing)

 Quickly pinpoint outliers

 Quickly pinpoint trends across multiple locations or 
areas

 Can easily be customized by colors and low-to-high or 
high-to-low configuration
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So…How Is It Practical???
 Brain is overwhelmingly impacted by colors (marketing)

 Quickly pinpoint outliers

 Quickly pinpoint trends across multiple locations or areas

 Can easily be customized by colors and low-to-high or 
high-to-low configuration

 Can set threshold with static or dynamic amounts or in 
tiers (e.g., top 10 percent by amount)

 Can be added to charts and pivot tables 

 Check out the tutorial at this link:

http://peltiertech.com/WordPress/conditional-formatting-
of-excel-charts/
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So…How Is It Practical???
 Brain is overwhelmingly impacted by colors (marketing)

 Quickly pinpoint outliers

 Quickly pinpoint trends across multiple locations or areas

 Can easily be customized by colors and low-to-high or 
high-to-low configuration

 Can set threshold with static or dynamic amounts or in 
tiers (e.g., top 10 percent by amount)

 Can be added to charts and pivot tables

 Can be formula- (static) or cell-based (dynamic)
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So…How Is It Practical???
 Brain is overwhelmingly impacted by colors (marketing)

 Quickly pinpoint outliers

 Quickly pinpoint trends across multiple locations or areas

 Can easily be customized by colors and low-to-high or 
high-to-low configuration

 Can set threshold with static or dynamic amounts or in 
tiers (e.g., top 10 percent by amount)

 Can be added to charts and pivot tables

 Can be formula- (static) or cell-based (dynamic)

 Can be used to detect duplicate or unique values in dataset
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How can I use subtotals?
 Use them to replace advanced filters for sum by 

specific filter or filters (does not completely replace 
advanced filters)

 Can also be used to do the following functions on 
filtered data:

 Sum

 Average

 Count

 Standard deviation

 Can complement PivotTables (those pesky page filters)
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What is Benford’s Law?
 1938 (or 47 B.E.)

 Dr. Frank Benford—GE 
physicist

 Observing worn pages
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So…How Is It Practical???
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“Looking Out For #1”
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So…What Does This Story Teach Us?
 Benford’s Law can be an extremely helpful tool

 However, it won’t do all the work for you!

 Trust, but verify!!!
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When It Works…
 Set of numbers that result from mathematical 

combination:

 Good for A/R or A/P (# * price)

 Transaction-level data

 Disbursements, sales, expenses

 Must be a ‘large enough’ set of data

 Should be entire data set, not just sample
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When It Doesn’t…
 Any data set that conforms to predetermined or 

assigned numbers:

 Check #’s or PO #’s

 Numbers influenced by human thought:

 $1.99 vs $2.00

 Accounts with built-in max or min:

 Assets that must meet a threshold to be recorded

 Unrecorded transactions
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So…Can Excel Do Benford?
 Of course!
 Simple three-step process
 Step 1: Extract the first digit of the #s in your data set.

 Can generally be done in several ways, I like to use the 
‘LEFT()’ formula

 Step 2: Calculate frequency of first digit occurrence in data 
set.
 I like to use the ‘COUNTIF()’ formula

 Step 3: Calculate expected frequency using Benford’s
Formula
 Log(1+1/d1), where d1 represents the first digit of a number

 Step 4: Chart the results using a line or column graph. 
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Application—The Suspect Teller

First Digit Frequency Pct Benford
1 257 28% 30%
2 193 21% 18%
3 109 12% 12%
4 91 10% 10%
5 137 15% 8%
6 44 5% 7%
7 40 4% 6%
8 25 3% 5%
9 9 1% 5%
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Application—The Suspect Teller
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Application—All Tellers
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Limitations of Benford’s Law
 Determining what is ‘significant’ deviation

 Extracting legitimate, non-conforming data (see 
example)

 Should be seen as complimentary, rather than primary, 
tool
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What is Regression Analysis?
 How does this impact that?

 Measurement of how well the independent variable 
explains the dependent variable.

 Two-factor (basic, linear)

 Multi-factor (advanced)

 R2 score measures the relationship.
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So…How Is It Practical???
 Loan volume to commissions

 Products sold to commissions

 Products sold to cost of goods sold

 Revenue to cost of goods sold

 Weighted average rate of new loans booked to 
calculated portfolio yield
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So…Can Excel Do Regression?
 Of course!

 Step 1: Organize data 

 Step 2: Create scatter graph

 Step 3: Add trendline
 Select data points on chart

 Right-click

 Select ‘Add Trendline’

 Make sure ‘Linear’ is selected, 

 Check the ‘Display R-squared 
value on chart’ box
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So…Can Excel Do Regression?

y = 1.4238x + 0.0014
R² = 0.699
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Limitations of Regression Analysis
 Determining what a ‘good’ R2 number is:
 ‘1’ is perfectly positively correlated

 ‘0’ is no relationship

 ‘-1’ is perfectly inversely correlated

 Your analysis will be somewhere in between 99.999% of 
the time!

 Not useful if more than one significant independent 
variable is present (multi-factor; but Excel CAN do 
this, too!)

 Should be seen as complimentary, rather than primary, 
tool
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What is ‘INDEX…MATCH’?
 Do you remember arrays and matrices in math class?

 Neither do I…but Excel does!

 This function creates arrays to allow comparison of 
unlimited fields* between two or more different data sets

*Limited by your CPU and RAM, might be limited to 27 
matches, but I haven’t tried**

**Although it is on my New Year’s resolution list
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So…How Is It Practical???
 Data sets with no ‘unique’ or ‘primary’ key

 No account number

 Data with more than one record per for each primary 
key

 Same account number on different records

 Amounts, dates, last names
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So…How Do I Do It in Excel???
 Step 1: Identify common fields to match.

 Step 2: Input formula

 The formula is a bit complicated

 Read the manual!

 Step 3: Type CTRL+SHIFT+ENTER to designate the 
formula as an array.
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Questions?
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